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A method is given for thn determination of AES orbit perturbaL'ons 
from tesseral harmonics of Farth's gravitational potential expansion, 
whereupon is utilized thc Antemediate orbit obtained by L). Brouwer Eli. 
* 
* * 
A method ts described in the work [l] for the determination of perturb- 
ations in tlic motion of an artificial Earth's satellite (AES) caused by zonal 
harmonics oE Earth's gravitational potential expansion. 
of canonical transformations are performed, which allow the approximate inte- 
gration of a system o€ equations of motion of an MAS. 
Subsequently a series 
It is shown in the present paper that the problem of AES motion in the 
gravitational field devoid of axial symmetry is reduced to the problem with 
an axisymmetrical potential with the aid of a complementary canonical trans- 
format ion. 
The differential equations of perturbed motion of an AES may be represented 
for the osculating elements in the following form [ 2 ] :  
dG dF dg aF -=- -e-- 
dt ag dt  dG- ' 
dH dF d h  
dt ah dt 6"- ' 
dK dF dk 8F 
dt dk ' dt  aK ' 
dF - -_  -e- -  
-=- -=--- 
(*) 5 VOZMU9 1c1 IENIYA ORBlT ISZ 0'1' 'TESSEIIAL 'NYKH GI\RMONIK RAZLOZHENIYA (;RAVITA- 
?'SIONNO(;O PoTENTSIALA. G 
where 
a, e, i, w ,  R ,  M are the osculating elements of the orbit, 
velocity of the Earth, so  is the Greenwhich stellar time at the moment to. 
The function F constitutes a Hamiltonian system 
is the angular 
where R is the perturbing function. 
The system of equations (1) differs from the system considered in [l] 
only by the pair of conjugate canonical variables k and K (the first of which 
being a linear function of time and the second havyng a formal sense) and the 
Corm of the perturbing function into which the tesseral harmonics af the 
Earth's gravitational potenital (longitudinal terms) are introduced 1.1 addition. 
Evidently, if R = R t L ,  G ,  H, Z, g), the integration of the system (1) is 
reduced to the case c *,sidered in [l] . 
The integratlm of the system (1) may be performed as follows. From the 
variables L. G. ,li, K, I ,  g, h, k we may pass to variables L ' ,  G ' ,  H', K', l '  
g ' ,  h', k', so that the Hamiltonian F* of the transformed system do not depend 
on the variables h' and k': 
F(J+ G ,  11, K, I ,  g, h, k) = F'(L', G', H', K', l', g')? (3) 
Further, we may pass from variables L ' ,  G', H ' ,  K',f',g', h', k' to new 
variables L", G", H", K",lf',gll, h", k", so that the Hamiltonian F**, expressed 
in the new variables, be not dependent on the variable 
(4) p' (L', G', ti', K', I!', g') = F" (L", G", HI', K", g'!) . 
Finally, we may pass from thc variables L", G", li" ... to new variables 
L1", 
lar variables : 
€ I 1 1 1 , .  . . . , so that the 11miiltonian F*** include neither of the angu- 
I,'"(I,", G", ]It', A', g") = F"' (f,', [;If', 1/11', ,''I). 
(51 
It is assumed here that the generating functions of the corresponding 
c'monical transformations are not dependent on the independent variable. 
Obviously, the indicated transformations may be completed only with a specific 
degree of precision. 
We shall be interested only in the first transformation of variables, for 
the second and the third are determined in [l]. 
may be determined with the aid of the generating function 
The transformation of variables 
W( L', (7. II', li', I ,  g, h, k). (6 )  
'llrc pcrt i i rhing function depends on the small parameters ct lh .  d r r h  repre- 
sc.ntin~ t h c  coefficients of Earth's gravitational potent ia l  emansion i n  series 
by spherical  functions. 
i n  'I'aylor se r ies  by powers 
We sha l l  postulate that the function S'f'is expandable 
S ( L  #'+ sf' +. . . , 
wherc .S(: consti tutes a homogenous form of i - t h  order r e l a t ive  t o  cnk and d n k .  
We sha l l  choose the function S:;' i n  the following manner: 
So(')= L'l f G'g + Ii'h + R k .  
We sha l l  rewrite the equality (3) by u t i l i z ing  relat ions (6), (7) 
as:' as:' asp H'+ ---+ah +..., K ' + -  + -ig- +. . . , a)& ak 
The approximate expression of Iiamiltonian F contains two addends 
F = F  + F ,  
of which the first does not depend on CnA, (Iltk. and the second includes them i n  
f i r s t  powers. Hamiltonian F* may, obviously, a l so  be represented i n  an ana- 
logous form 
Taking t h i s  i n to  account we may expand the left-hand par t  of equality (8) 
i n  series by powers 
a as!') a,yy) as,") c----y ..., 2 -7$jj.' 
i=l &J ag i=l a1 ' i= l  
A-sscmbling in  both pa r t s  o i  the equality the terms containing ident ical  
powers of parameters Cnk, dnh, w e  may obtain an i n f in i t e  system of equations 
Fo(L', K') = Po" (L', K') , 
a ~ , ,  as?) aFo as,"' --- + -- + Ft (L', C', H', l', g', h', k') = aiA' ai ah" ak 
= Fig (L', G', II', i f ,  g') 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The first equation of t h i s  system is not d i f f e ren t i a l ,  the second is in- 
tegrated d i rec t ly  and the third may be integrated after the solution of the 
I : A. 
4 .  
second, and so forth. 
the first power of C n k  and d, ,h .  This is why we shall determine the generating 
transformation function with the precision to S:"with the aid of the second 
be shall perform the calculations with a precision to 
of Eqs.  (9) 
F1 may obviously be represented with the assumed degree of precision in 
the form of two addends, of which one contains only tesseral harmonics and is 
not dependent on crak and dnh,  k # 0, and the other -- only zonal harminics and 
the multipliers ho 
P'g(L, G .  11, I ,  R ,  h, k) I'i'(f1, H ,  1, g )  + Fi''(L, G, H ,  I ,  g, h, k). 
In view of the fact that we strive to determine 
= Pi' (L', G', Il', I', g', -, -) 9 
Eq.(lO) must be represented as two equations 
Fi' = Fi'(L', G', Il l ,  l', p', -, -) 
For the determination of Sf' a linear equation was obtained in partial 
derivative. 
in standard form: 
It is equivalent to the system of ordinary differential equations 
where n' is the average motion OP the AES. 
The system of Eqs.(12) is comparatively simply intyrated. The first 
The dependence 2 =: i ( k )  obtained from the equation is integrated directly. 
first equation, may be substituted into function Fi'in the right-hand part of 
the second equation. However this may be dome only with the aid of series by 
eccentricity powers, for the true anomaly - f enters into function F1". 
in this case extremely cumbersome. 
The operations, then required for the determination of function s(L), are 
Because of cumbersomeness of the obtained expressions for S{J) we shall 
omit them for  various tesseral harmonics. Note only that S:l, includes terms 
where N is a whole non-negative number, 
function of tiine. 
M = 1, 2, , . . , N, c1 is a periodical 
The appearance of such terms in a generating transformation function 
attests to the possibility of resonance emergence. 
question in detail we shall simply note that for most of the existing AES, 
N - b i n ' ( w * ) - l  can not vanish at N = 12 f 16, which conditions the possibility of 
appearance 16-th 
orders. 
Without investigating this 
of notable orbit perturbations from tesseral harmonics of 12 
Both equations of system (12) are integrated directly in the case when 
we substitute in the right-hand part of the second iitstcad of function F," 
equation its value(*) 
averaged by the variable 1. 
In this case we may obtain long-period oscillations constituting fundamen- 
tal interest. As an example, we shall find these perturbations from the harmo- 
nic witti coefficients c ~ ~ ,  d Z 2 .  
It is not difficult to show that function F1" , corresponding to harmonic 
P,; , may be expressed as follows: 
c2 [cos ( 2 h  + 2 k )  03' - sin (2h + 2 k )  o l ]  + 3p1R02 Pi'' ___ 
L ' 6  
L'u 
3p4R02 + - -.- d22 [sin ( 2 h  + 2 k )  (53' + cos ( 2 h  + 2 k )  a'], 
u'3 H ' 2  
r'J G'2 
a3/ = - [ cosz((g + f )  - - sinz(g + f )  ] , 
u'3 Ii' 
oh' = 2 --cos (g + f) sin (g + f )  J 3  G' 
where I:, is the equatorial radius of the Earth, 
- ~ ~ _ _ I  -____ 
m e  avc-raging error is of the order o(cz0, cZz, c ? ~ ,  d z z ) .  x 
6 . 
Then 
Knowing &"i'), it is easy to determine the perturbations in the Delaunay 
elements 
k' = k. (23) 
The variable h may be substituted in the right-hand parts of equalities 
(19)-(22) by h'. 
0{c2,2, dZ9arises on account of such a substitution. 
turbations in osculating elements by utilizing relation (1). The expressions 
for perturbation of satellite orbits from harmonics P31,..., P,,and for per- 
turbations from harmonic P,, without Hamiltonian averaging were obtained ana- 
logously. 
obtained with the aid of a computer. The algorithms for deriving with their 
aid analytical expressions for orbit perturbations are described in the paper 
by A. M. Zhandarov and L. M. Kharchenko, published in this same issue. 
When computing the perturbations an error of the order 
From perturbations in the klaunay elements it is easy to pass to per- 
Because these expressoons are sufficiently cumbersome, they were 
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